
KLUDI AMEO



410230575 
single-lever basin mixer

416710575
single-lever bath 
and shower mixer

6785005-00 
bath-shower set 1S



KLUDI AMEO

A splash of luxury and 
extravagance can spice 
up your bathroom interior. 
Make the look of this 
functional room more 
compelling by decorating 
it using tasteful tones, 
original finishes, and 
unusual details. With its 
simple, rounded form, 
the new KLUDI AMEO line 

reflects the current trend 
in modern design towards 
soft minimalism. As well as 
embodying cutting-edge 
design, the KLUDI AMEO 
line offers advanced 
functionality and a broad 
range of features – 
and at prices that will 
accommodate just about 
everyone’s budget.

The clean lines of the body 
and handle make this fitting an 
ideal component of a visually 
harmonious interior design.

The discreet markings for cold and 
hot water on the handle are small 
but important details.

The simple shape of the spout 
and the rounded form of the 
body of the KLUDI AMEO fitting 
is guaranteed to appeal to those 
who appreciate the latest design 
trends.

KLUDI AMEO
A touch of luxury

NEW

Finish: 05 chrome 3



412980575 
single-lever basin mixer
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410290575 
single-lever basin mixer

410280575*
without pop-up waste

412760575*
for use with displacement heaters

410230575 
single-lever basin mixer

410260575*
without pop-up waste

One series, 
many possibilities

Do you dream of having a washbasin that is discreetly 
embedded in the vanity? Or maybe your vision of 
a perfect bathroom interior includes a standalone 
washbasin placed on a block of stone? Regardless 
of your preferences, you will surely find a KLUDI AMEO 
mixer to complete your bathroom design.

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

KLUDI AMEO

412960575 
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 210 mm

412980575 
single-lever basin mixer
spout height lower edge = 270 mm

410230575 
single-lever 
basin mixer
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A sip of your favourite coffee and 
a croissant will give you energy 
and lift your mood.

Each day begins in the bathroom. 
Going through your morning 
routine in a beautiful interior is 
a pleasurable way to start to 
the day.

Timeless 
design

We all love timeless 
interiors that continue to 
attract the eye even as 
fashions change. Add your 
unique decorative touch 
by arranging traditional 
ceramic tiles in a non-
standard way. A washbasin 
mixer installed on the 
wall can also provide an 
unconventional accent 
to an otherwise classic 
interior.

412440575 
concealed two-hole 
wall-mounted basin mixer
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412160575 
single-lever bidet mixer

A formula 
for an original interior

Who says a bathroom has to be covered with ceramic tiles? Choose brick – a wall 
finishing that has recently become a big hit in the world of design. To create a modern 
and original interior, combine a brick facade with a tall mixer with a side handle and 
a wide base.

If you appreciate bold design, you 
will be drawn to the sleek and 
slender form of the KLUDI AMEO 
mixer. 

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

KLUDI AMEO

410250575 
single-lever basin mixer

410240575*
without pop-up waste

412440575 
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection 180 mm

38242*
installation set

412450575 
concealed two-hole wall-mounted 
basin mixer
projection 220 mm

38242*
installation set

410250575 
single-lever basin mixer
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The s-pointer eco aerator enables 
you to adjust the angle of the 
water stream, and lower your water 
consumption.

When purchasing a fitting, 
consider choosing a basin mixer 
with the new s-pointer eco 
aerator that allows you to limit 
water consumption to a maximum 
of 6l/min.

Fashionable 
ecology

Conserving water is more 
than just a way to show 
your love for the natural 
environment – it can 
save you money. These 
days, water-conserving 
technologies are available 
not just for spa resorts 
and hotels, but for home 
bathrooms as well.

KLUDI AMEO
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413930575
basin mixer 

414240575
bath and shower mixer 
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Fashionable solutions do not have 
to be expensive. The KLUDI AMEO 
series combines modern design 
with an affordable price.

Can’t wait to furnish your first flat? 
Choose comfortable solutions. 

A balanced 
interior

White and black, wood and 
steel, modern and vintage 
elements – can one interior 
contain so many contrasts? 
Of course, it can – just add 
each element in moderation 
and choose the proper 
equipment, such as fittings 
with delicate shapes.

KLUDI AMEO
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413930575
basin mixer 
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation

413930530
basin mixer 
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation

The art of combining 
contrasts

Pastels, whites and beiges are the colours most often seen in bathrooms. Break the 
mould – create a space that is truly original by choosing distinctive textures and 
intense colours, and then complementing your bold design concept with unconventional 
furniture, lighting and designer accessories. A simple yet luxurious three-hole mixer will 
perfectly complete the look. The clean, beautiful lines of the spout and the handles are 
positively captivating in this striking space. 

A flat, elongated handle on 
a three-hole fitting or a minimalist 
pointed handle are two options 
that go well with the design of 
the KLUDI AMEO series.

413930575
basin mixer 
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The merger of the subtle shape 
of the spout into the ascending 
curve of the body is a hallmark 
of KLUDI AMEO fittings.

The round dials of the 
KLUDI AMEO mixer mirror 
the cross-section of its body.

In your 
style

The design of your 
bathroom is just as 
important as the design 
of your kitchen or living 
room, and can be tailored 
to suit your individual 
taste. Choose the style, 
accessories and fixtures 
that go best with your 
lifestyle.

KLUDI AMEO
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414450575
single-lever bath and shower mixer

416710575
single-lever bath and shower mixer

414470575
single-lever bath and shower mixer
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

414480575
single-lever bath and shower mixer
three-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation

Let your bath 
last forever

An evening bath is often the only time of the day that you have all to yourself. 
A moment of relaxation with a book and the sound of calming music is a soothing way 
to end the day. KLUDI AMEO will transform your bathroom into a comfortable relaxation 
zone.

The length of the three-hole mixer 
spout – 220 mm – makes this 
solution perfect for installation 
on the wide edge of a bathtub 
or a shelf next to a tub.

414240575
bath and shower mixer 
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418300575
concealed thermostatic bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

4150505
bath filler
projection 170 mm

KLUDI AMEO

Finish: 05 chrome*Not shown

Invisible 
perfection

KLUDI AMEO fittings come equipped with the most advanced technologies, 
such as a reliable ceramic cartridge, backflow protection, and the new s-pointer 
eco areator that allows you to adjust the water flow and limit it to 6l/min. The 
KLUDI AMEO mixer is also available with an easy-to-use ergonomic handle and 
a concealed thermostatic option. The choice is yours. 

The shower/bathtub diverter 
embedded in the curve of 
the spout is almost perfectly 
concealed.

414240575
bath and shower mixer 
four-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

414240530
bath and shower mixer 
four-hole tiles deck mounted 
installation
projection 220 mm

416500575 
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

416570575 
concealed single-lever bath and 
shower mixer 
protected against back flow

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

BATH
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The wall-mounted fittings have 
the same lines as the rest of 
the KLUDI AMEO series.

A wall-mounted shower mixer with 
a convenient side handle is an 
innovative solution that ensures 
comfort.

A beautiful 
form

An elegant fitting can 
improve the appearance 
of any shower cabin. 
Striking shapes, elements 
hidden inside the wall, and 
designer dials can dress 
up an otherwise ordinary 
shower system.

418350575
concealed thermostatic 
shower mixer
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KLUDI AMEO

*Not shown

Ergonomics 
are the priority

Regardless of which shower mixer you choose, you will 
find it easy to use thanks to the convenient switches, 
clear markings and precise dials for regulating water flow 
and temperature. These features will ensure that your 
bath or shower is safe and comfortable.

416550575
concealed single-lever shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

418350575
concealed thermostatic shower 
mixer

88011*
KLUDI FLEXX.BOXX
concealed unit 

417100575
single-lever shower mixer 

416750575
single-lever shower mixer 

Finish: 05 chrome

417100575
single-lever shower mixer

6774005-00
shower set 3S

416750575
single-lever shower mixer

6774005-00
shower set 3S
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S-pointer
Angle of water flow can be adjusted to fit different 
shaped basins.

Eco
Saves at least 40% water.

Icons and functional 
markings

Our unique and practical designs will satisfy 
your individual needs. Our fittings are created 
with you in mind!

HotStop
Fitting with anti-scald limiter at 38°C.

KLUDI – the most 
innovative brand

An independent international group of experts 
has presented the KLUDI brand with an award for 
outstanding achievement in the areas of quality, 
functionality, ergonomics, design and ecology. 
The Plus X Award for the Most Innovative Brand 
confirms KLUDI’s reputation for excellence and 
its strong position on the international market. 
As the award has been presented to relatively 
few companies in the sanitation industry, we are 
very proud to have received this title. 
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www.kludi.com

Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 
P.O. Box 25 60 · 58685 Menden 
Am Vogelsang 31–33 · 58706 Menden 
Germany

T +49 2373 904-193  
F +49 2373 904-540 
E international-sales@kludi.com
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